




1960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Trautmann-ogier in an

ID 19, Coupe des Alpes.

1961 Ist in the modffied general touring class: Trautmann-ogier in
an ID 19. Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class: Bianchi-Harris
in a DS 19. 2nd in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class: Jourdain-
Haggbom in a DS 19.

t9
a DS 19. Coupe des Alp:es. Ist in the normal touring group, 3rd in the
general touring classification: Verrier-Badoche in a DS 19-

1963 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Trautmann-Cherel in a
DS 19. Silver Coupe des AlPes.

the general classffication: Jean-Claude Ogier-Lucette Pointet in a
DS-19. Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class,4th in the general
classifi.cation: Verrier-Joly in a DS 19.
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adriat;ie rall,U In its time (it is no longer held)
this Yogoslav rally, with its formidable route was forbidding in the

extreme; it was however eclipsed by the Marathon de la Route when

the latter switched from Liege- Rome-Liege to Liege-Sofia-Liege
(see below) infavour of the dfficulties offered by that regionfor
motoring trials.

lg5, Itr * rhr gA"t,

tttorJt bla,ne rallg A short... but good event which merits
its reputation for dfficulty. The 375 to 500 miles with some
ten disquieting little "cols", three hill climbs and three timed stages,

all over the most mountainous roads of a region which has nothing
but mountain roads: Savoie, Haute-Savoie, Isere. For driving aces only.

1961 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class, 2nd in the general
classification: Trautmann-Chabert in a DS 19, Ist in the 1600-2000 cc
modifi.ed t'auring class: Hode-Sirdey in a DS 19. Ist in the Coupe des

Dames: Claudine Vanson-Rende Wagner in a DS 19.

1962 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class: Moynet-Dyon in
a DS 19. Ist in the 1600-2000 cc modifiedtouring class: Claudine
Bouchet-Frango.ise Vallier in a DS 19.



963 Ist in the general touring class: Trautmann-Laurent in a DS 19.
t-t in the Coupe des Dames, Ist in the 1600-2000 cc modified touring
lass: Claudine Bouchet-Spinedi in a DS 19.

nuda g cr s e u,r r al,l,U Tanan ar iv e - M an anj ar y -T ananar iv e -
'oulpointe-Tanonarive, 1,250 miles in the rainy season when tracks
re sodden and accidents easily happen.

963 Ist in the general classification: obeniche-de Pontlevoye in a DS 19.

dking rullq The old nqme of the present Norwegian autumn
zlly which displays the usual features of these eventi in scandinavian
cuntries: narrow twisting lanes, un-tarred, oyer-numerous special
zsts, surprise route supplied at the very last moment (secret route).
'ery, very special.

959 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: coltelloni-Desrosiers in
n ID 19.

tolish rul,lg This event is said to be dfficutt and it is,
t fact, even more dfficult than is believed, so much so, that one
ear only four entrants were able to complete the course. The route
cvers about 1,250 miles of very bad roads, particularly mountainous
t the Zakopane district, many of them being earth or gravel roads,
,hich have to be covered in forty-eight hours.

960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Trautmann-ogier in an ID 19.

hou,sartd lu,kes rally Finnish version of the Scandinavian
tmmer rallies. 1,125 to 1,250 miles in.forty-eight hours with a large
umber of special sections and everywhere a profusion of humps in
'te road immediately succeeded by a bend - or vice yersa. Main
zature: the cars ere more often in the air thqn on the road.

962 Ist in the general classffication: Toivonen-Kallio in a DS 19.

narathon de la rou,te Beyond dispute the toughest, most
zarching,and, the most glorious of all road endurance tests. Already
vmidable when using the Liege-Rome-Liege route the Marathon
ecame extra dfficult fronc 196I on, when it took the Liege-Sofia-
iege road (if road is the word): four days andfour nights of continuous
riving including the whole length of Yugoslavia on both the outward
nd inward journeys; a 3,500 mile race of speed and endurance
t the dust and rock of the woirit roads in Europe. Even to finish
' an achievement in itself; in 1961 only eight out of the eighty-five
tarters got through and three of these were Citroiin DS 19's.

1959 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class: Coltelloni-Desrosiers
in an ID 19.

1960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc norntal touring class: Verrier-Badoche
in a DS 19. Ist in the general special touring and sports classification:
Claudine Vanson-Rende Wagner in a DS 19.

1961 Ist in the general classification: Lucien Bianchi-Georges Harris
in a DS 19. 3rd in the general classffication: Neyret-Terramorsi
in a DS 19. 5th in the general classffication: de Lageneste-Burglin
in a DS 19.

1962 Ist in the normal and"fnodified touring group, 2nd in the
general classffication: Coltelloni-Marang in a DS 19. Ist in the
Coupe des Dames, Ist in the sports car group, Tth in the general
classification: Claudine Bouchei-Alexandra Kissel in an ID 19. 4th in
the general classification: Verrier-Badoche in a DS 19. Four DS 19's in
the eighteenfinishers out of one hundred starters win Citrotin the
Coupe des Constructeurs.

1963 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc sports car class, 3rd in the general
classification: Lucien Bianchi-Ogier in a DS 19. Ist in the Coupe des
Dames, 2nd in the 1600-2000 cc touring class, l4th in the general
classification: Claudine Bouchet-Alexandra Kissel in a DS 19. 5th in
the general classification: de Lageneste-Bertaut in a DS 19. Ist in the
1000-2000 cc grand touring class, 7th in the general classification:
Guichet-Coltelloni in a DS 19. 10th in the general classification:
Gendebien-Demortier in a DS 19.
Five DS 19's in the twenty finishers out of the hundred and nineteen
starters, four being among the first ten in the general classification,
won Citro(in the Coupe des Constructeurs.

1964 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc sports car class, 5th in the general
classification: Neyret-Terramorsi in a DS 19. 7th in the general
classificat[on: Verrier-Coltelloni in a DS ]9. llth in the general
classification: Lucien Bianchi-Ogier in a DS 19. I2th in the general
classification: Richard-Laurent in a DS 19. Four DS I9's in the
first twelve of the twenty-one finishers, out of one hundred qnd six
starters, won Citro€n the Coupe des Constructeurs. Thesefour DS l9's
winfor France the Trophee des Nations.

tou,r de franee This is not a rally in the true sense. At
one time a succession of track races at circuits throughout France,
the Tour de France has now a widened formula: it is a nine days trial
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)ver a 3,750 mile route in six sections and - varying with the year -i to 8 track races ( Reims, Rouen, Le Mans, Pau, Albi, Clermont-
Ferrand, Monza or Francorchamps...) as well as six to eight hill climbs
' including l' Aubis que, Tourmalet, Vent oux, Cltamr ous se, Tur ini,
:ol de Braus, etc.).

196I Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Trautmann-Claudine
Vanson in an ID 19.

1962 Ist in the general normal and modffied towring classification,
3rd in the general classffication: Rend Trautmann-Claudine Bouchet
in a DS 19, Ist in the 1600-2000 cc normal touring class, 4th in the
general classification: Smolinen-Auer in an ID 19.

geneuu, ru,lW One mile and a quarter in Switzerland and
TSO i, France, orlhereabouts. In other words this rally like the Tulip
and the Deutschland favours - and rightly so it would appear - the
tortuous roads of the French Alps.
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1960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc
verrier-Badoche in an ID 19.

class, 5th in the general classification:

196I Ist in the Coupe des Dames, 6th in the general classffication:
llaudine Bouchet-Alexandra Kissel in an ID 19.

ryern ,an ru,JW Better known by its real name, the
'Deutschland" this rally takes place almost entirely in France: after
'he start at Baden-Baden it makes for the French Alps with their classic
;pecial mountain sections snd their well-known dfficulties.

1959 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Coltelloni-Desrosiers in
tn ID 19.

1960 2nd in the general classification: Trautmann-Ogier in an ID 19.

the oottno eu,tulonictsee ralW Barcelona to Perpignon or
vice yersa depending on the year, about 500 miles to cover - half in
Spain, half in France - on the narrow mountainous roads of the
Pyrenees, with six or seven supplementary classification tests - rock
on the right, sheer drop on the left.

1963 Ist in the Coupe des
Claudine Bouche t-Luce t t e

Dames, 3rd in the general classification:
Pointet in a DS 19.1960 2nd in the general classffication: Trautmann-Ogier in an ID 19.
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lour de belgiqtte A 48-hour trial over the 950 miles of a
camplicated route in Belgium and Luxembourg where the checkpoints
are sometimes dfficult to find. Some parts of the course are kept
secret right up to the last minute adding navigation problems to the
other dfficulties of the rally.

1960 Ist in the grand touring classffication: Trautmann-Jourdain

in an ID 19.

Jour d,e eorse (eorsi,ca) 20,000 bends, they say. Quitl a
programme. Thanks to the enthusiasm and co-operation - fficial
or unfficial - of the whole island (e.g. the police close all the roads
used in the rally for 24 hours), the Tour de Corse has, in only afew
years, become an international rally of the first order. It is the extreme
dfficulty of the course and the impossible imposed average speed of
37.5 m.p.h. rather than the eight special timed sections that make
this more and better than a rally: it is a continuous speed test over
810 miles of mountain roads. The 1961 rally has already become a
legend: a violent storm having struck the island and held up all the
competitors at a third of the distance, two cars - two DS l9's -went on their own and succeeded in crossing the ravaged Vergio
pass after the two teams had spent houfs of effort to get through the
trees fallen across the road, first using an ordinary hacksaw and then
their cars, the one pushing the other. Four men thus conquered the
elements in fury: Frenchmen Rend Trautmann and Jean-Claude Ogier
and Belgians Lucien Bianchi and Georges Harris. Two years later
Rend Tiautmann repeated his win, this tixne in splendid wiather.

1959 Ist in the 1000-2000 cc normal touring class: Simonetti-
Marchetti in an ID 19.

lu,.c. raUW This, the most Scandinavian bf the non-
Scandinavian rallies, starts from Blackpool. The highly complicated
route is made known at the last possible moment. It often includes
the narrowest of unmade roads and it has happened for some
tests to take place in privately owned parks and fields, the competitors
having to open and close the gates, if fo7 decides to ioin in the navigator
has a busy time. Few continentals venture to enter.

1960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Marang-Badoche in a DS 19.
Note: The 1964 rally started and finished in London.

ralfue du, petrol,e A very good week-end rally: 375 miles
almost entirely at night-time, North of Marseilles in the Alpilles and
the Sainte-Beaume massif with some of the hill climbs and
the severe special sections of the Coupe des Alpes.

1960 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class, 2nd in the general
classffication: Trautmann-Ogier in an ID 19.

1963 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc touring class: Lucien Bianchi-Ogier
in a DS 19.

eriteriu,tn d,es eeueranlos Generally considered as the counter-
t of the Tour de Corse to which it is similar in the twisting,

narrow roads of its route, its very sporting character and its clearcut
results. The course is shorter,less than 310 miles, but the timed sections,
of which there are more, cover some 75 miles all told. They include the
traditional Col du Pas, Peyrogrosse, Mandagout, Lasalle-Saint-Jean-
du-Gard, Col de la Triballe, Sumene-Lasalle..: t hours of very arduous
rallying often in rain and fog with speed the only uiterion (no index).

1960 Ist in the Coupe des Dames: Claudine Vanson-Ginette Derolland
in an ID 19.

1961 Ist in the general classification: Trautmann-Ogier in a DS
2nd in the general classification: Lucien Bianchi-Haruis in a DS
lst in the Coupe des Dames: Claudine Vanson-Barbe in an ID 19.

19.
19.

1960 Ist in the general classification: Trautmann-Ogier in an ID 19.
2nd in the general classification, Ist in the Coupe des Dames;
Claudine Vanson-Ginette Derolland in an ID 19.

1962 Ist in the general classffication: Trautmann-Claudine Bouchet
in a DS 19.

1963 Ist in the general classffication: Trautmann-Chabert in a DS 19.
Ist in the Coupe des Dames: Claudine Bouchet-Lucette Pointet in a DS 19.

1963 Ist in the 1600-2000 cc, 2nd in the general classification:
R. Trautmann-Claudine Bouchet in a DS 19.
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ehurngtionships In many countries a
title
the end of the season to the best rally driver of
the year. The European rally championship
ryow out of existance - crowned them all. This
envied honour was the prize for the seven best
oerformances in thirteen European rallies, selec-
ted as the most important by the Commission
Sportive Internationale. The European rally
championship for 1959 was won by Paul Col-
telloni at the wheel of a Citroen ID 19. It was
the first time that the title was awarded to a
French car and a French driver. In 1960 Rene
Trautmnnn, likewise with an ID 19, came
second in the European rally championship and
yecond in the French championship. For the la-
Cies Claudine Vanson won th:e French women's

championship. The Classffication in the French
championship is based upon the seven best re-
sults gained by each competitor - five for the
women's championship. In 1961 Claudine Van-
son, still using ID 19's, won the title again, Rene
Trautmqnn was awarded the European rally Tro-
phy, whilst in Belgium Lucien Bianchi (DS 19)
won the international rally Challenge. In 1962,
Claudine Bouchet (DS 19) won the French wo-
men's championship, Pauli Toivonen (DS 19)
won both the Finnish championship and the Scan-
dinavian rally championship ( Denmqrk, Finland,
I{orway, Sweden). In 1963 Claudine Bouchet
(DS 19) was champion of France yet again, Rend
Trautmann wqs charnpion of France in the " voi-
ture de tourisme" class, and Lucien Bianchi (DS
19) wes Belgian international rally champion.
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'The recent success of the DS I9s in the Spa-Sofia-Liege rally highlights once again the brilliant
L performance of these cars matched against the highest-powered sports models and the best rally

drivers in the world. This news prompted the thought that maybe a little more information might
not be unwelcome about events such as this whose familiar names appear from time to time in the
motori4g columns of the daily press. "Monte Carlo", 'oTour de Corse" - what are these famous
rallies 7 What are their rules ? What routes do they take and what are the dfficulties presented ? In
answer to these questions this brochure presents a collection of brief descriptions of the major events
hoping this will help the reader to get to know something of these Motor sport classics in which
Citrodn cars have so often distinguished themselves.
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